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Immediate Sequential Bilateral
EVO Surgery
The Medipolis protocol.
BY ERIK L. MERTENS, MD, FEBOPHTH
I am a big believer in implanting posterior
chamber phakic IOLs for the correction
of refractive errors. Compared with laser
vision correction, phakic IOLs can correct a
larger range of refractive errors,1 especially
in myopia and astigmatism correction; provide the largest
functional optical zone and have a lower risk of endothelial
and anterior chamber angle complications than anterior
chamber phakic IOLs2; are less likely to contribute to dry
eye disease than LASIK3; and can be surgically removed.
Phakic IOLs can also be performed in patients who are
not candidates for laser vision correction due to corneal
irregularity, a thin cornea, or excessive dry eye.4
Over the years, my protocol for performing phakic IOL
implantation has evolved, and for more than 3 years now I
perform immediate sequential bilateral implantation of the
EVO Visian ICL (STAAR Surgical).
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RATIONALE FOR IMMEDIATE BILATERAL SURGERY
The advantages of bilateral simultaneous cataract surgery
are well documented.5 First, stereopsis is not disrupted,
meaning patients do not have a long neural adaptation
process with their new visual system. Second, patients
achieve faster visual rehabilitation after immediate sequential
bilateral cataract surgery than if two separate procedures
were performed, giving them a more rapid return to normal
life. Third, there is not only a time saving for the patient
due to reduced postoperative visits but there is also a cost
saving, as the cost to perform only one surgery is significantly
less than that to perform two separate procedures. Fourth,
patients must comply with only one eye drop instillation
regimen instead of two. Lastly, there are fewer general
anesthesia risks since patients only undergo one procedure.
It seems reasonable, then, that the benefits of immediate
sequential bilateral phakic IOL implantation would carry
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Figure 1. Dr. Mertens performs an immediate sequential bilateral phakic IOL implantation procedure (A,B).

those same benefits I just outlined. In our experience,
which includes more than 1,468 Visian ICL lenses
implanted in patients bilaterally (Figure 1), we have found
this to be true.

ARGUMENTS AGAINST THE PROCEDURE
Perhaps the biggest argument against the use of
immediate sequential bilateral eye surgery techniques
is indeed the risk of endophthalmitis, which comes
with the devastating consequence of possible loss of all
light perception. In cataract surgery, the incidence of
endophthalmitis has been reported to be between 0.13%
and 0.7%.6 In phakic IOL surgery, that risk is even lower.
Reporting on results from three separate studies that
included 17,954 phakic IOL surgeries, Allan et al found
that the incidence of endophthalmitis after immediate
sequential bilateral phakic IOL implantation was 0.0167%.7
None of the patients included in this dataset who
contracted endophthalmitis lost their vision.
Other considerations in immediate sequential bilateral
phakic IOL implantation include accurate lens sizing,
IOP control, and deciding whether or not it is necessary
to obtain information from the first eye surgery before
proceeding with surgery in the second eye.

Other steps in the Medipolis protocol for immediate
sequential bilateral phakic IOL implantation are described here.
We apply povidone iodine 10% to the eyelid and
povidone iodine 5% to the ocular surface 15 minutes
before surgery and again 3 minutes before we begin the
procedure. We also apply povidone iodine 5% to the eye
immediately after surgery. This practice has been shown to
reduce the risk of endophthalmitis after cataract surgery8
as well as after intravitreal injections.9
During surgery, we instill intracameral cefuroxime
1 mg/0.1 cc (Aprokam, Thea) within 2 minutes of creating
the three-step, 2.6-mm main incision and one paracentesis.
Again, this practice has been shown to reduce the risk of
endophthalmitis.10,11 One hour after surgery, we do an IOP
check and give the patient acetazolamide 250 mg by mouth.
We do not administer any miotic agents in immediate
sequential bilateral phakic IOL implantation procedures.

PREVENTION IS KEY
The key to successful immediate sequential bilateral
phakic IOL implantation—and immediate sequential
bilateral cataract surgery for that matter—is prevention
of endophthalmitis. We use a systematic approach to
any bilateral eye surgery, including immediate sequential
bilateral phakic IOL implantation, that starts with treating
each eye as a separate procedure. This means that we use
different operating tables and product batch numbers
for each eye. It also means that we change our gloves
and gowns between the procedures in the first and
second eyes.

Figure 2. Attempted versus achieved refractive results in 1,468 EVO Visian ICLs implanted
in immediate sequential bilateral phakic IOL procedures.
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Figure 3. Cumulative UCVA in 306 eyes with more than 3 years of follow-up after
immediate sequential bilateral phakic IOL implantation.

same predictability after immediate sequential bilateral
phakic IOL implantation as we do after standard phakic
IOL implantation surgery in which surgery is delayed by
several weeks between eyes. Further, in those 306 eyes with
more than 3 years’ follow-up, 97% achieved 20/20 UCVA
postoperatively, 99% achieved 20/25, and 57% achieved
20/16 or better (unpublished data, Figure 3).
We do, however, acknowledge the importance of
checking the position of the Visian ICL’s haptics and
vault intraoperatively to ensure the best predictability
and postoperative results. Factors that can influence
vault height include sulcus-to-sulcus diameter,12 pre- and
postoperative accommodation during testing,13 power of
the ICL,14 and lens rise.15
The vault in the group of 306 eyes at 1, 3, 6, and
12 months postoperatively is seen in Figure 4.

CONCLUSION
In the end, only the patient can decide for himself
or herself if immediate sequential bilateral phakic IOL
implantation is the right choice. It is our job to educate
patients, to provide thorough informed consent, and to
ease patients’ fears about sequential bilateral phakic IOL
implantation. In our practice, the majority of patients now
choose this option, and we have seen many benefits for
them and also for our workflow. n

Figure 4. Postoperative vault at 1, 3, 6, and 12 months postoperatively.
Key: blue = 1 month, rust = 3 months, green = 6 months, and purple = 12 months

WHY WAIT?
With a strong endophthalmitis prevention protocol in
place, we also wanted to determine if it made a difference
in the postoperative predictability if we did not use
information from surgery in the first eye for surgery in the
second eye. In other words, would the immediate sequential
bilateral procedure still produce the same predictability as
a procedure that incorporated information from how the
first eye responded to phakic IOL implantation, or would the
predictability suffer? Figure 2 shows the attempted versus
achieved refraction in our series of 1,468 EVO Visian ICLs
implanted in a sequential bilateral technique (unpublished
data). Of these, 306 had more than 3 years of follow-up.
These results clearly show that immediate sequential bilateral
phakic IOL implantation boasts excellent predictability.
With these excellent predictability results, I ask this: Why
wait to perform surgery on the second eye? We have the
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